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Utility Coordination Meeting

Discussion:
1. Request a schedule of relocation of utilities.
2. Frontier is to finish their moves next week or they can wait until after construction is
completed.
3. Comcast will go where they need to go, they are ok with the proposal and will provide a
conduit for Kriger to install in the structure as well as forward cut sheets.
4. PPL is ok with the new location of the utilities as well. They were receptive to the relocation
shown in the concept plans that had been presented. They will follow up with standards
and forward cut sheets for conduits, sleeves, and couplers. *Action is required by PPL to
send standards to GPI so that location, size, and coupling methods of conduit could be
incorporated in the design.
5. PA American Water is unsure of location on US side. They think it’s on for side of the creek
from construction.
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a. Possible that caissons may hit line.
b. 2” service line is in abandoned 18” main.
c. On DS end, will extend 6” casing from RR wall entrance within a 5’ wide corridor
along face of RR wall to road shoulder.
6. UGI’s new line location needs to be confirmed. *Action is required by GPI to make one-call
so that the line could be surveyed. UGI will do the mark out and define accuracy.
Representative ensured all parties there would be a prompt response due to the nature of
the project schedule. Use 3’ window around mark out at a minimum.
7. Sewer is to be moved to opposite side of roadway to allow culvert ceiling to be raised at the
culvert outfall. Sewer is too shallow to be raised any higher. Due to entrance elevation at
downstream manhole, township will not do the redesign. Kriger must provide a new
design and the township will review it for acceptability. Kriger will decide if line will be
moved at that point.
8. Zayo bandwidth needs one 4” conduit. Kriger to add it above Comcast in haunch and stack
them vertically. *Action required by both Comcast and Zayo, they are to drop conduits off
so Kriger could incorporate them into the work.
9. All utilities (except sewer) are using the same subcontractor to complete their work. Kriger
agreed to install all conduit in structure at no cost in order to retain control of construction
schedule. The same subcontractor will still construct all work beyond structure limits.
These minutes constitute our understanding of the discussions and conclusions reached. Please
advise us within ten (10) days, in writing, of any exceptions or corrections.
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